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CUNY Joins
March Against
KuKluxKlan
'Anti-KKK Protestors
Outnumber Klan 400-1
By Macollvie Jean Francois '

Ticker News Editor

.

The Ku Klux Klan rally that some New
York o~zations and residents' adamantly
. opposed wasmore of an anti-KKK rally. In the
midst of thousands of protesters, less than 20
Klansmen assembled at 60 Centre Street near
City Hall Park Saturday.
"Where is the Klan; asked one reporter
around 12:30 p.m. when, only two skinheads,
casually speaking to each while patiently
awaiting the arrival of other members, occupied the small Foley Square area. That question
was echoed throughout the diverse crowd as
people stretched on the tips of their toes and
. craned their necks to peruse the grounds for the
.
.
, " I lilt: supenJacat Slteap. -. "'.-.-

'-":.~.:...
~_._.,.
.)y..
Id 2-p.nt. -They 'were 0Ul8UJR
bered by 6,000 counter-demonstrators.
Counting the 2,000 who were floating around,
the Klan was outnumbered about 444 to I.
According to a Reuters report, Jeffrey
Berry, the grand wizard of the Church of the
American Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, attributed the low turnout to the -ban on face masks.
"There's people who belong to this organization who would be fired if they found out they
'belonged to the Klan," said Berry,
The Klan's request to cover their faces was
... A-'
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(Top) CUNY studen" 8mongst the maay groups marching In numbers to proI8st the Ku Klux KIIIII ,.., In downtown
_~. (Boaom}
~ ~ marcher
shows
bel'- displeasure
at. CUNY student for cp_stIonIng her mIIIIIIncy. (Pbato&N8n
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continued on page 6

Renovated Campus Building Named
In Honor of Son ofBaruch Benefactors
By Shan-san'Wu

an array of Baruch upper administration to
welcome
William and Anita
.. _.
Newman to the dedication' cereAs our $280 million dollar academonies and to thank them for their
m ic complex nears completion,
contributions to public education in
another new building was christened New York City and to Baruch
College.
and added to Baruch's ever-expand"The ceremonies were terrific::,"
ing campus just around the comer.
In a blaze of ceremony, featuring said Dean of the School of Public
Affairs Stan Altman. "Everything
more distinguished guests than have
been seen at Baruch all year, Steven was respectfully and tastefully
L. Newman Hall, the new home of done."
ThC celebration lasted well into
the School of Public Affairs, and the
Steven L. Newman Institute for the evening as dinner and cocktails
Real Estate and Metropolitan were served on the second floor of
Development, was dedicated in cer- Newman Hall following the close of
welcoming ceremonies,
emonies held on Friday afternoon.
Renovations on the building were
The newly renovated building,
adjacent to the Baruch administra- begun in January, 1998 according to
Karl F. Schmid, assistant vice peesition building on 135 E. 2200 Street,
facilities and 0perais named for the late son of Baruch dent for
alumni William and Anita Newman tions. "Renovation costs, including a
'47 for whom the Baruch library is' new . 'boiler which serves the. 17
Lexington Avenue building also,
named and from whom the school
.were
approximately $5 million dolhas received gifts totaling in the millars," said Sctnnid. "Furniture and'
lions of dollars.
City
officials,
including equipment for the building cost
Manhattan Borough President C. approximately 8nother million." .
The bulk of the renovation -cost
Virginia Fields, joined with CUNY
Chancellor Matthew Goldstein and was shouldered by the same state
Ticker; Ne'Ns__Editor ;

.

.

campus

.

agency that is paying for the new
academic complex, the New y~
. State
Dormitory
Authority.
However, according to Altman,
money for interior fixtures had to
come from another socree,
, "[New 'York City. Council
Speaker) Peter Vallone and Borough
President Vuginia Fields were paesent at the ceremonies in ·teCOIPlition
of their help in allocating money for
the interior [fixtureS] of the new
building into the city budgd,w said'
Altman.
The newly renovated building·
was reoaiDed in honor ofSteven L. - . ,
Newman by a unanimous vote oftbe
CUNY board of trustees in the
spring of 1997 in rec:ognition of the
"extraordinaly leadership ofBill-and
Anita Newman," according to information ~I~~ during the event.
.

By all ~ the
dedicatioD
-, .'
'... _.-'.'

appears to have been a success.. ,
.
wrbere wasa sense ofcollegiality' '
and warmth throughout die. event," ,,
said Altman. " Whether you ~ a I
stodent, facuIty·member or put of
the administrationtyoucould not
help but tee~ the collegiality of it"
.
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Cheating Not Only Baruch Issue, But Nationwide Issue As Well

School ofPublic Affairs Holds High School Leader Conference

.By Omolara Laniyan
Ticker Staff Writer

management.
One simulated problem required students to
determine creative solutions to working with a
reduced budget for activities.
"I learned how to work the budget," said
Jackie Clay, senior class president at
Humanities and Arts Magnet Campus. "[We]
can figure out better howmuch tee-shirts to
buy and sell to raise money for student activities."
Presentations such as "Arguing for
Restoration" took students through the possible sources available in funding the restoration
of a building. Its aim was to familiarize students with "institutionally pragmatic resolutions."
··We learned how to approach administration and attack certain channels to make things
work," said Jean Paul Solis, the junior class

Cheating at Baruch is, like at all other institutions of higher learning; a problem. How it is
defined varies from school to school but the
code of academic dishonesty in effect throughout CUNY and outlined in the school bulletin
makes cheating a very serious offense with
potentially serious consequences.
According to the Baruch College brochure
on academic dishonesty, cheating is defined as
the attempt or unauthorized use of materials,
information, notes, study aids, devices or communication during an academic exercise.
Examples of cheating include copying or
allowing someone else to copy your work during an examination, using unauthorized notes
during a closed book examination and asking
or allowing someone else to take an exam for
you.
Cheating abo includes plagiarism, which is
defined as turning in someone else's work.
idea. writing or research as your own.
Obtaining an unfair advantage by depriving
other students by stealing, destroying or concealing . library materials provided by the
school for student use is also classified as
cheating. according to the office of the Dean of
students.
The Dean's office stipulates a number of
punishments for academic dishonesty which
appear to mimic a "three strikes" policy. The
levels of punishment for cheating range from
an oral warning to the offender to let him or her
know that he or she has violated the college
rules to a written notice that specifies that a
repeat offense will lead to sever disciplinary
action to. ultimately. more sever punishments
such as probation. suspension or even expulsion from school.
According to the CUNY academic code of
conduct. when a student is charged with academic dishonesty. he or she is notified by mail
of the charge and that the charge is being inves-

We hope to do this .
every year.

New York City high school students are being given a taste of college leadership courtesy of the SChool of Public Affairs. (PhotolTJcker)

By Macollvie Jean Francois
Ticker News Editor

According to Larry Strickler, assistant
director of admissions, the workshops and simulated problems allowed the 106 high school
students the "meaningful and hands-on
approach necessary" to learn and apply effective administrative management techniques. .
Invitations were sent to 200 public schools
citywide. The first 60 responding schools were
chosen to attend. Student representatives from
such schools as Edward R. Murrow, Bayard
Rustin School for the Humanities, Theodore
Roosevelt High School and Long Island City

The first High School Leadership
Conference was held at Baruch last Thursday,
Oct. 12, at the 25th street building Conference
Center. The event, sponsored by the School of
Public Affairs, had two goals: to help prepare
newly elected student government leaders in
administering their duties and to let students
know of the college programs available in public administration.

New York City Seven Day Forecast:
Wednesday 10/27 -Wednesday 11/2

.
g

High School were present.
Sara Garibaldi, president of Baruch's
Undergraduate Student Government, welcomed the student leaders. She congratulated
them on achievements thus far and encouraged
to keep up the good work throughout their high
school and college careers.
David S. Birdsell, professor of public policy
at Baruch, played an instrumental role in
designing the program and described the conference as "scenarios that take [the students]
through strategic negotiations and personnel

president of the High School of Economics and
Finance, one of the 58 schools represented.
Organizers had not gotten word from officials
at the other two schools that did not attend.
Last spring, a group composed of high
schools educators and Baruch officials came
up with the idea over lunch to discuss ways
Baruch could contribute to the city.
"It just sort of evolved," said Ann Giligan,
the director of Intern Programs at the High
School for Leadership and Public Service, and
a member of that original group.
That initial idea was extended to a full-day
program through the efforts of Birdsell and
other professors in the School of Public Affairs
who met ~ith high school students.
The conference was a success, according to
organizers. "We hope to do it every year:' said
Strickler.
.

tigated. The students then is given the opportunity to defend him or herself before a student/faculty disciplinary committee before -a
final decision is made . The college bears the
responsibility of proving that academic dishonesty actually occurred.
According to Dean of Students Ronald
Aaron, cheating i~ not just a Baruch issue but
a nation-wide problem. "Faculty and students
need to address the issue as an extremely serious one," said Aaron. He pointed to a survey
conducted by the college in which 80% of
Baruch students who responded said that they
had witnessed some form of academic dishon-

bear a huge responsi.. ::, ....bility in trying to minimize academic dis- .
honesty. "If students
·.;.!iillni::i:>::;:.:i:::·:·:::::'I·:):::;r::::.}:·::::::.: :.....:.: . :: :,:a:: .:: .• ':
come across a situation where another
.student is being dishonest, he or she
should report those
incidents to a professor, to a college
administrator or even
... :~
..::::':/:::". ..
..
:"
to other' students,"
:", :. .
said Aaron. "Students .....
should not feel that
there is nothing they
can do to stop cheating nor think that
cheating is .acceptable
because it is not."
According
to
Aaron, a new program
of faculty conduct has
been
implemented
amongst
business
school faculty which
tries to address the
problem of academic
.Academic disficnestyis il1ltlcceptabl:e and will
dishonesty before it
starts. It is recom!hOlb~.t6leratedZtfieilthtg:¥f()rgeo\.plagiqri$.nl··
mended that' time be
.·.=i:blliisfoh·lndiShoiU!st:aCt$·underminesthe
spent on the first day
of class outlining
what is and what is
not academic dishonesty, encouraging students to feel comfortable enough to speak
to professors about
the topic. and going
over the rights and
punishments of students accused of
The pamphlet outlining the Baruch and CUNY code of academic discheating.
·
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Approximately 80% of
Baruch students surveyed
said they had seen
incidents of academic
dishonesty.

esty while less than 25% admitted to academic
dishonesty themselves. Even fewer said that
they had reported the cheating that they had
seen to faculty.
"It is hard to know how much cheating is
going on out there. but the cheating rate has
increased:' say Aaron. "One of the reasons for
this is the crowded classrooms we have now."
He also notes that one of the factors contributing to administrative uncertaintv about the
extent of the cheating problem at Baruch is that
a number of faculty members would "rather
deal with the problem themselves rather-than
report it."
Aaron admits that both students and faculty

.
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honesty. (Ticker Archives)
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Advls~r, UN Development program
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Information Session
Monday, November 1, 1999
6:00 - 8:00plll.
151 E 25th St.
Room 763
www.lehman.com

12:15-1:45 PM

.

:.:

+-

Come and meet us to explore career opportunities:

ThUrsday, November 11th. 1999
...........

L-.-.-

If you are interested in a career in
Information Technology with a Wall Street Firm, and have a
_
Computer Science or Engineering related Major,

•

a mcr i c a n 010VIC .COIll
"

Room 1200 - 3Q) Park Avenue South
(Sandwidles & Drink. Served)
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'Happenings @ Baruch

SO YOU WANT
TO BE.A DJ••••

Baruch College Alumni Association
Board ·of Directors Meeting

-..-:

....

6: 15 p.m.

17 Lex / Skylight Room, Room 306

e
v. e n s
Career Develo oment Center

GenerQI Facult)j Meeting
.12:45 p.m.

17 Lex / Saxe lecture Hall, Room 4 North
,

.'
IF YOU WOULD LIKE ~'O
BECOME A DJ ON BARUCH
ONLY INTERNET RADIO
STATION COME TO ROOM
1455 IN 360 PARK· AVE
SOUTH.

ON-CAMPUS RECRUITING : SEE CYCLE 2/3 CALENDAR

1PS

PROGRAMS AND WORKSHOPS

.-:

P:

•

),
\ .f
I

/

\...)

Rea.ding and Conversation
The Politics of Memory: Germany After the' Wall
Jane Kramer, European corespondent for The New
Yorker and the Fall 1999 Sidney Harman Writer-in- ",
Residence
Co-sponsored by the Department of English, the Reuters
Journalism lecture Series, and the Center for the
Humanities of the CUNY Graduate School
5:.45 p.m.
151 E 25 / Conference Center

Film
•.•-

.•.. '...... ";.r. "

.

The Silence of Neto,an award-winning film

.4_~'"
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BUSINESS EmICS
INA

....- ._. --

Directed by luis Argl!eta
In Spanish with English subtitles
Sponsored by the Department of Modern languages and
Comparative Literature
7:30 p.m.
111 E 18 / Faculty Lounge, Room 1245

GLOBAL ECONOMY
Rev. William Byron, S.J.
Professor of Business Ethics
Georgetown University

Thursday - 11 November 1999

Busin-e-sst.~-·Workshop
For $5 you can have lunch at a fine restaurant and learn
how to use silverware properly and order food correctly
Choose one session: 12:30 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Wed., Oct. 27, Tue., Nov. 9, Thur., Nov. 18
Register in Room 1745, 360 PAS

7:30p.m

.Wallace Hall
St. Ignatius Loyola
980 ParkAvenue

COUNSELING / RESUME REVIEWS / ~10CK INTERVIEWS / BY APPOINTMENT

Protest outside of CUNY Board of
Trustees Chairman Herman BadiUo's
oRice

(AT MIa S'IUIT)

. Fr. ByrfJ!' is author ofthe weH-recmeJ book,
c~7ISWers From Within: Spiritual Guidelines
for Mmutging Setbaeks in Work muJ Lift."

3 p.m. - 6 p.m.
Thursday, Ode 28, 3rd Ave. and 54th Street
Sponsored by the CUNY Adion Network
For more information call 212-772-.4262

~

ADMISSION IS 11CU!
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Rally Draws CUNYStudents Together in Anti-KKK .Protest
.

denied by the 2nd Circuit Court of Appeals'
ruling that an 1845 law prohibiting people
wearing masks to assemble in public is
enforceable. The appealed decision was upheld
by US Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader
Ginsburg. The city permit also banned a sound
system.
Approximately 70 minutes after their silent,
somber appearance, the KKK rally ended.
Escorted by police, some members walked at a
calm pace while others scurried away from
protesters' verbal threats of bodily harm and
objects hurled in their direction. At least one
injury was incurred.
The .\T Daily News reported that one protester, high school teacher Harvey Mason of . '..
Park Slope, Brooklyn shouted, "Death to the rth::..
Klan," as he attacked James Sheeley, the New ~m:\~\:\[(;:-=
York-New Jersey grand dragon, socking him ~~?'
below his left eye. Mason was arrested and :,
charged with misdemeanor assault.
When asked to comment on the rulings and
the low turnout. two Klansmen refused to
respond. Wearing dark sunglasses, their stern
expressions and cold demeanor conveyed the
message that they preferred not to comment.
Protesters spread their message, however.
Demonstrators from all walks of life expressed
their views. Ranging from eight months to 80
years old, Native American to British, they surrounded the KIan to the east, west and south of
60 Centre Street. Placards, pickets, banners,
posters, buttons, flyers. tee-shirts and microphones clearly let the KKK know that they
were not welcomed.
"Hey hey, ho ho, the Ku Klux Klan has got
to go," protesters chanted and clapped less than
100 feet away- from the Klan gathering. Their
angrily raised voices denounced the Klan's
beliefs and demanded an immediate evacuation
from the city.
Some came to protest against the Klan's historically violent actions.
"There are bodies at the bottom of the
Mississippi River because of these men," said

c~~ts
::~~:~

general election next week. There are contested
races for the City Coucil Judges and th
I
ed officials But more i '
0 er ecta ballot PTO'posaJ to am:~=:!tyy, ~eartre will be
It is this write '
.. th th c
er.
r s opinion at e more we the
public participate in 0 dem
.
UT
ocratic system of
. hts
government,
and
freedomsthe
aremore
r we ensure that ou r.ng
the only thi th t p otect:cttlt Make no mistake,
mg a counts IS e vote. Every vote

That i
h
.' . '
at IS w y [ urge every eligible voter to go
out next Tuesday, November 2, and- vote in the
general election. If you are as yet not registered
stop by the Office of Student Life and pick up a
f
d reai
registrati
Ion orm an register for next years
Presidential election
ThiIS paper has provided
.
for you our valuable
reader some information that should be of use in
navigating the electoral process.

toward decldm~ h<j>w public funds are , - - - - - - - - - - - - - between various communities and
Disclaimer
This Page was done by taking a ,
coJlage of information from the
Charter Revison Voter Guide for
1999.
For further and more complete
information please call 212-VOTENYC

ISIIITBI
IWhat rigbls do I

Council in certain districts, and may include elections for
other offices as well as local ballot proposals.

Y~u also

If you are a registered. voter, you should receive a notice from
the Board. of EJections telling you where your polling place is.
If you do not get a notice, you can call the BOE's voter assistance number, 212-VOTE-NYC, to find out whether you are
registered to vote.

BROOKLYN
4th Floor

(212) 487-5300

IlANHAnAN
200 Varick Street
10th floor
New Yor~ NY 10014

QUEENS .

THE BRONX

STATEN ISlAND

17M Grand Concourse
Bronx, NY 10457
(718) 299-9017

One Edgewater Plaza
4th Floor
Staten lsland, NY 10305
(718) 876-0079

212-VOTE-NYC. Yo~ can print a registrcltion lo~ online from
the BOE~s Web si~e ~ww.vote.nyc.n~us, or fill out a request

How . . . is 8IY registration good for?
Others simply did not feel threatened by the
Klan.. "It didn't really interest me," said Rodney
Hawkins, a freshman. Hawkins, doubting the
ability of the Klan to gain an active foothold in
New York City.
One student simply did not see the need to.
-attend.
"Why are 8,000 people gonna show up to
protest 18 people-- it makes no sense. It's
falling right into thier hands," said the student.
Other students· cited work and previous
engagements as reasons for not attending.

.

.

-

• creating a budget stabilization and emergency fund
out of Oty surpluses to fund emergcncv needs or
other needs as determined jointly by theMa}TOr and
~.?ty ~ncil ~ if not spent, to prepay debt;
lixniting City govenun~t spending increases generally to therate of inflation; and requiring a two-thirds
~ of theOty CounciL instead of a simple majority,
to mcrease taxes or impose new taxes;

• establishing the CQJIUI\ission on Human Rights as.a
Charter agency to protect civil rights;
• protecting immigrants' rights to access City services,
and .establi~g the Mayors Office of Immigrant
~ and Language Senices as a Charter agency;

• Get help in the voti.ns. booth from anyone except your
employer or union agent if you are a person with a
disability or if you cannot read the ballot,

• effective as of January 1, 2004 naquiring a special
election within 60 days of a mayoral vaancy, requiring a Tt11'H)ff if no candidate receives at least 40 per-

cent
of the vote in a special ~ to fill a vacancy
for Mayor, Public AdVocatt or Comptroller, and
eliminating the Q1art£!r language that the Public
Advocate "'shall preside over the meetings of the
[City) Council";

• Vote by paper ballot if the voting madUne is broken.

:-.4'A~.v:tt-L.-"
;;;.,~m~.........
--...~ ..f~tr.our. ._~'"

.•.."l.o-.....,.•

_;s""""'.. .i;;..-.•.. •_..

J

,~_-.- .. ' • i:iitllAdS
~p~_.!he
Qty's procedures for awarding
w-~g -venaor ....tf

DlISSUIg uvu.

mriew;and .

• nmganWng City government to establish the
Administration for Children's Services as an independent agency, to form an Organim Crime Control
C~ to oonsolidate Qty agencies to cn9te a
~ 01 Public Health and Mental Hygiene
Services, and to require executive cooniination of
City services to prevent domestic violence.

you do not 'have to show identification to ~ .

ro ....by...... MIIoi ftIIiw .... two stIps:
1. Filt l1li Absmtee Ballot ApplialtkRl. You can have an
absentee ballot application mailed to you by calling
--"11ZVOTE~C -You can also pick up 'applicatiom at anyof the Boani of EJections' offices listed on page 6, or download and print i11\ absentee ballot application at the DOE's
, Web site, www.votul~Us.For the general eJection on

mn A&satu BIlliot. After submi·
the
~ ballot appliGltioD. you will receive. an ab5entee
baDot .on whidl to cast your vote. You can have the ballot
mailed to you by induGing a mailing address on the
application, or you can ~ up the ballot at your Board at
Elections borough office after you have filed the absentee
ballot application. For the general election, absentee
ballots ~ be postmarbd by November I, 1999 or hand
delivered to the BOE's office in your borough by 9:00 p.m.
on November 2, 1999.
.

2 SftuI iIr

Caa Ivote ia . . Now.... 2...... eIectioa?

.You are still registered to ~ as long as you have voted in a
least one election in the past five yearS. Even if you have .
voted in the past five· years, you may still be able to vote
year because 'of a federal law. Call 212-VOTE-NYC for mo
information.

locks when storing all firear.rm;;

November 2r 1999, completed absentee ballot applications
must be pcstmarbd by October 26, 1999, or mustbe hand
delivered to the ~ office in your borough by 5:00p.m. on
November I, 1999.

Voter registJation forms are available at these offices. You can

CUNY students who fought for reform of the
university in the late 1960s. Open admissions
is one result of that movement.
Baruch students cited many reasons for not
attending the counter-demonstration. The
multi-cultural ism of the -city seemed to be a
comforting factor.
"I didn't see the point of [the Klan] coming
to New York," said Renee Gerber, a senior of
mixed Jewish and Native American ancestry.
'·They should stay down in Texas," she added.
"How dare they bring this to New York-We
have enough problems as it is."

have as 8 voter?

'. Bring materials into the voting booth with you, including this Voter Guide, if you wish.

0,

42-16 West Street
5th Floor
Long Island Ci~ NY 11101
(718) 392-8989

• creating "gun free'" school safety zones within 1000
feet of ~ school ~ the Qt}r, and requiring people
purchasmg or obtaining firearms to purchase or
obtain safety locks (or all firearms and to use safetv

Do I. . . to show ideIItiJication 1D YGt8?

Brooklvn, NY 11201
(718) 330-2250

(212) 886-3800

ls6tmI by the ~ Rer1iSion Commission.

• Ask an. election clerk how to use the voting machine.

Octt>ber 8, 1999, was the last day to register for the November
2_genera1~~.zegisierior~·yeu-DHl5tftH
~a mter ~ n form and file it ~ person or 'by mail
WIth any of the followmg BOE offices:

7th Floor
New York, NY 10004-

OFFICIAL TEXT'

m an interpreter if you speak Spanish or
If your polling place does not have an
, call the Board of Elections' 'voter assistance
2-VOTE-NYC.

and how do I register?

32 Broadway

0IesIi0l1 - CtIIrt8r CItaoge

have a right to:

I cIo8·t knew if I am registered to vote. How do Jfind out.
If you do not know whether you are registered to vote, call
the Board of Elections' ("'BOE") voter assistance number,
212-VOTE-NYC, or, for the hearing impaired, call (212)
.
487-5496 to find out.

.
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• you are in your polling place no later than 9:00 p.m. on
November 2, 1999.
.

Nov~r2 gem:ral ~~on, which will include races for City

345 Adams Street

BI."

• you registered to vote by October 8, and .

If you are registered to vote, you can vote in New York City's

MAIN OFFICE
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ou have the right to vote in the November 2 general election if:

Can I vote in the November 2 generate.action?

7

Should the changes to the City Charter, as proposed bv
Chatter Re\i5ion Commission, be adopted? Among .
changes are:

RiIbtS

Ron McGuire, the legal defender for the

1999

Information Supplement

Ticker Senior Staff Writer
As you can. tell by the .headline, there will be a

~

continuedfrom front

. CUNY Emergency Legal Defense Project, who
represents CUNY students seeking permission
to rally. "We don't ever want this country to go
back to the day where the Klan was riding in
the nighf" burning crosses and killing people,"
he said.
Others came to protest current inhumane
action's and to prevent such future acts.
'"KKK members are involved in institutional government jobs, Iike prisons, that beat on us
and ~reat us like animals," said King Ski-Bee of"'::'
the Almighty Latin Kings, the infamous youth
organization. "They're murderers. We don't
want our kids to be lyncbed like we was."
Most of the protesters used the rally to
denounce Giuliani and officials at the police :'::.
department. Reminding people of police brutalitv and Klan victims like Amadou Diallo and
James Byrd, they drew parallels between the
two and even accused Giuliani and the police
of holding memberships in the Klan.
"The Klan and the cops go hand in hand,"
protesters chanted as police tried to push them
back from the barricades. They reverted to (Top) Police outnumbered KKK protesters
"The Klan and the PBA, different name, same at the rally. (Top Right) A Klansman.
game." when a police officer allegedly sprayed (Middle) The Anti-klan rally at its height.
mace in a demonstrator's face. Some protesters (Bottom) Anti-klan art. (Bottom Right) Antisuggested that the "boys in blue" join the klan solidarity.
Klansmen in white across the square.
"1 am appalled that this could happen in
New York City," said Vicky, a 29-year old was present.
Tabuteau said that she sees a connection
Puerto Rican lesbian. She expressed that the
between the KKK and actions of CUNY
event did not seem racially divisive to city resadministrators.
idents.. "It's probably bringing people together
·"1 see very little difference in the Klan's 'intoday," she said.
your-face' white supremacist ideologies from
One police officer nonchalantly expressed
the more subtle, and invariably more deadly,
that people "have a right to feelhowever they
budget cuts and economic policies that threatwant:' He admitted that the hostile mood did
en people of color from attending CUNY, a
create increased difficulties for the NYPD.
once all white male institution," Tabuteau
Three main groups dominated the anti-KKK
expressed in a written statement.
rally: the Partisan Defense Committee, the
"I'm one more face that's gonna be in their
World Workers Party and advocates of freedom
face," said James, a 20-year-old student who
for Mumia Abu-Jamal, the activist controverattends the Borough of Manhattan Community
sially imprisoned who has recently been sentenced to execution. The groups urged people College.
Besides students, other supporters of open
to join in their causes.
admissions policies at CUNY expressed their
CUNY students were also present at the
views on the need to openly oppose the KKK.
counterdemonstration. Members of FIST and
"The Klan stands for the complete antithesis
SLAM were at the forefront of the protesting
of what students was fighting for 30 years
crowds. Baruch's own Sergy Tabuteau, a stuago," said McGuire, referring to the militant
dent activist who strongly voices her opinions,

BYM!~111999: Election
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H you are registered to vote, yOu can vote in New York
November 2 g~ ~ which will include races for a
CounOl in certain distrids, and may include elections fo
other offices as wel1 as local balIot ~

WIUIt.if·1 .... .-eeI Cwidlill New York .City)?
If you have moved 'since you last voted, yoU muSt change
your address with· the HOE by submitting a new voter
registration ~ and cheddng the. box labeled --Address
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Part two of a series
Antonio L. Pereira
Contributing Writer

hand."
I was in shock after her words. My heart was
. pounding, my hands were sweating. My mind
drifted right after she finished her sentence to
that day when the Hindu man came to myoid
job.
"Hold on," I told the man as I looked at the
black rag he had twisted on the top of his head.
I went behind the counter, asked my boss for a
chicken empanada and for a few minutes
break. I went back and sat again on the stool.
I kept looking at his skin. It was the color of
copper, almost like a penny. He wore a black
beard and he smelled like sweet oils. "What's
your favorite number?" he asked. I was about
to say it, but he asked me to. write it down on
paper. "What's your favorite f)ower'?" he con-

',."

•

She was already waiting for me outside the
elevator. I surprised her with flowers. but she
didn't seem happy with them. "Thank you."
. she said puzzled. That's when my heart began
to feel heavy. ··What do you want to do?" she
asked me, "There are two parties going on."
"You pick," I said and sat down on her bed.
We picked up Eve at her dorm. Eve looked
hot. For a few seconds, I couldn't take my
eyes otT her. She also gave me a look, but then
Tammy noticed, so Eve glanced away. We
ended up going to the liquor store, picked up a
bottle of Absolute to take to the party. Finally,
we arrived at the party. I grabbed some orange
juice, opened the vodka bottle and I served the
girls. Eventually, we were all drunk. Tammy
was dancing with a guy. They were dancing
for a few songs already and were very close.
So I grabbed Eve and asked her to dance with
me. Eve and I danced for a couple of songs. I
enjoyed dancing with Eve, but my heart kept
getting heavier. I -left her on the dance floor
and sat down on the couch. 1 saw Eve speaIcing to Tammy, aDd I read her lips, "Tony is a
-gOOit~~-'--rraiIm;" 'fanuDj .responded. ".
After the party, all of Us ended up going-to
the house of the young man Tammy was dancing with. They seemed to like each other.
While we were hanging out in front of his
porch, Tammy sat down on his lap. I became
upset and thought. "what is this? She is disre- .
specting me." I tried to control my anger and
said to myself, "wait a minute, I'm trying to be
her friend. If we are friends. this shouldn't
bother me..."

Times Square, took the stairs to the second
floor, bought my ticket to New Brunswick,
looked for the terminal and sat down on the
floor until it was time to leave.
The ride was about 45 minutes. When I

ep. that's how my heart had been since
the day of our break up. I remember that
day. I 'was a senior in high school, "Tony, I
think we should break up." I looked up and
"Thank you, " she said puzslowly the sun turned gray, the leaves of the
trees next to the bench turned dark brown, the
zled. That when my heart
building changed from red to black. My heart
began to feel heavy.
stopped and for a moment I thought that it
would not beat again, but soon it pounded so
hard that it almost came out of my chest.
arrived, I called Tammy to pick me up. Instead
Right after our break up, my world crumbled.
she gave me the directions over the phone. I
I smoked more weed, not to escape reality, but
walked to her dorm, rung the buzzer downto alleviate my pain. But the dose wasn't
stairs,. "Hello," I said. "Come on up," she
strong enough, so harder drugs were prescribed
answered and rung me up. I was on my way.
by my thoughts. I was lost and alone. I moved
from my brother's home and rented a room in
my friend's house. I began college, but my
wi II was iII. and ended up dropping out. I tried
to be with other women but I was afraid of
them al L I would ask myself every single day,
"what went wmngr. -~ ·wouId-beg.~to.giYe..- me another-chance with ber; ~t'tt-make it-up." ..
I promised.
Three years later and I still had hope to
"make it up.....
We talked on the phone regularly for about a
month after that night when she came over the
city. Finally. after I dropped a few hints that I
wanted to visit her. she invited me up to her
dorm. The day before I was supposed to go to
New Brunswick. I gave her a call.
"What's up?"
To be continued...
"Nothing much. doing my English homework."
"Yeah? What are you writing about." I asked.
tinued and asked me to do the same. Like
"Some e.ssa"y jhere."
. __ _
m-agic, he wrote something on paper andgave:
"Oh, interesting," I laughed. "Well. I am
it to me. It said "33" on one sheet and "suncalling to remind you that I am coming up
flower" on the other. I was amazed. I thought,
there tomorrow."
what
is this guy doing here reading my hand?
"I know. I know," she said annoyed. "Hey!"
Do
to
."th~ bottom of the story?
He should be out in Vegas doing magic shows.
She said with a rapid mood change.
That night after our phone conversation, I
"What?" .
couldn't fall asleep. I fantasized about us
"'I was 'on Prince Street last weekend and
.D6 _you fiketo. knowwhat~~goirlg on behin~· the· scene~?
being
together
once
again.
It
was
too
much
of
guess what?"
a coincidence, and the sunflower on her palm
"What?" I replied.
.
"'I passed by this shop, and there was a lady
.Do:y
to .a5K tJett.er
que~.tions
than
"Chese?
ou knowho~
- ....
.... ,----.-. -,_ ..
-----.-.----- -.
............
._.
. __ --"'-..
.. _. _.
.
__ ..
drawing with temporary Indian Ink."
cashed my
"Yeah," I said humoring her.
work, went to the flower shop
zle the"worh:i:
"Yeah, so I went in."
"Uh huh."
and bought eleven sunflowers
~ith:¥()~ r writing. prowe55
"And asked the lady to draw on my hand."
and a white rose.
,.And what did she draw?"
"A cool sunflower," she laughed, " I didn't
even ask her to draw a sunflower."
took it over the top. That night, I thought that
"Yeah? Where'?"
the Hindu man went to God and asked Him to
"On the palm
change- the lines on my palm. I was excited,
of
my
planning on how I was to conduct myself.
. .'
"This time I will get her back. This time she
will be mine. I have been waiting for this .
moment for a long time..·." until m)' mind was
tired. My thoughts were aligned to make it
happen, and exhausted, f'mBlIy fell asleep.
.
The next morning, I went to work. I wasn ~t
working in the empanada shop anymore but m
a law finn. I cashed my paycbcck after work,
.....
went to the flower shop aDcibOught eleven sunflowers and • white rose. ,I walked to the N&R
train carrying the fto~·.SIiiI1inglike my life
was about to take a. new tum. I got out at
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A Rally to End A·II Rallies
.'

David Blanks
Editor-in-Chief
ticker_eic@Scsu.baruch.cuny.edu

Another blow for the United States Constitution and the Bill

Bryan Fleck
Managing Editor
'ticker_news(@.scsu.baruch.cuny.edu

By Charles Bernard
Contributing Writer

Free speech and freedom of expression have won another round in

Shan-san Wu
tickernews l@hotmail.com

the courts.

Macollvie Jean Francois... News Editor*
ticker_news(@.scsu.baruch.cuny.edu

The Rev. Bruce Ritter. who in 1969 founded
Covenant House. a shelter for runaways, died
on October 7. According to an Eyewitness
News broadcast. he died from Hodgkin's
Disease. He was 72. What is Hodgkin's
Disease? Some people mistakenly associate it
with Parkinson '5 Disease. Most people don't
realize that Hodgkin's is a form of cancer. In
May I was diagnosed with Hodgkin's Disease.
A week. after surgery to remove a lump from
under my right arm, I was told that I had
Hodgkin's Disease. I looked at my doctor with
confusion. Like many people I spoke with
afterwards. I too had never heard of the disease. After researching this particular type of
cancer, consultations with two oncologists and
going through radiation treatments. the experience left me with a wealth of information that
I think may be useful to the many young men

Michael Papilsky
tickerbus@usa.net

Let it be said that no matter how vile, disgusting or unpleasant

Business Manager

Hasani Gittens
Features / Ops Editor
tickerJeatures@Scsu.baruch.cuny.edu

the message, that no one is discriminated against. Make no mis-

Jessica Zhou"
Features Editor
tickerJeatures@Scsu.baruch.cuny.edu

take, the right to freedom of expression is one of our most precious

Vanessa Singh
Arts Editor
the _ticker@Scsu. baruch. cuny.edu

and treasured rights and we must vigilantly preserve and protect it '

Jon Minners
Arts Editor
the_ticker@,scsu.baruchcuny.edu
Kin Ping Koo
Arts Editor
the _ficker@Scsu.baruch.cuny.edu

The sad thing is that it took a Klan rally to get some of U$ out
'--

Living with Caiicer,
Student's Story

ofRights has been struck. Let freedom ring throughout the land,

News Editor

Kenyatta Pious
Sports Editor
ticker_sports@Scsu.baruch.cuny.edu

of our beds and off our behinds. We demonstrated to put the hate-

Monyne Bowman
Advertising Manager
ticker_ad_mgr@Scsu.baruch.cuny.edu
'.

mongers on notice that CUNY will not allow bigots to 'come into
.

Jessica Rubenstien
Advertising Assistant
ticker_ad_mgr@Scsu. baruch. cuny. edu

.

our city and spread their, message of hate- unchallenged. ' We
,

•Denotes acting

demonstrated to let the Klan, what little there were ofthem, know
TEAM TICKER

that this city and this University, with its melting pot of different
,races and religions, shall never -

Production
David Blanks. Monyne Bowman. Stephen
Campbell, Bryan Fleck, Hasani Gittens. Mark
Heron, Kin Ping Koo, Karl Boulware, Jon
Minners, Kenyatta Pious, Jessica Rubenstein,
Vanessa Singh, Shan-san Wu, Elaine Hui, Jessica
Zhou, Macollvie Jean Francois, Margaret Freser,
Kiro, Kit Cannon, Julie Mae Dojillo

despite our differences -

accept hatred, malice and anger as a solution to our problems.

Senior Staff
Sarah Ashfaq, Bianca Dieckmann. Graceann Hall.
Kiro, Mark Heron

We, the members of the Press, wholeheartedly congratulate

Staff
Omolara Laniyan, Kavita Singh Mokha, Germania
Vasquez, Fred Leon, Vanessa Witenko

the Judges for upholding the basic freedoms guaranteed us by the
Constitution. Without rulings such as these upholding those rights

-

-,

Contributors
Jeffrey Belsky, Jesse Berger. Kit Cannon, Jackie
Cruz, Dance Diva, Kelly Hettler, Antonio Peri era,
Jessica Rubenstein, The 5th IronHroseMan

that we take for granted, the flow of information could be sharply

.
Photography
Jessica Rubenstein. Vanessa Singh, Shan-san Wu,
Macollvie Jean Francois, Margaret Freser, Juli
Mae Dojillo

distorted, curtailed or even denied to you the public.
Regardless ofhow much we may disagree with the dissenting
we must bear in mind that only by
views and opinions expressed,
,
protecting their rights to free speech will we safeguard our own.

All work except printing is done by Baruch
undergraduate and graduate students, All
typed and signed contributions and letters,
accompanied by a disk, are welcome, and
should be mailed to the above address (or Email address).
Our office is open during regular schoo I
hours. Any display or advertising questions
should be directed to the Advertising
Manager at the above address.

"Hey hey, ho ho, the Klu Klux Klan has got to
go."
- Protestors at the Anti Klan Rally
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who are not aware of the risks associated with
Hodgkin's Disease.
I say young men, because according to the
American Cancer Society, "Hodgkin's disease
affects women -somewhat less often than men.
Of the 7, I 00 new cases, 3,400 will occur in
women, and 3.700 in men. It is more common
.
,
though, in two age groups: early adulthood
(age 15-40. usually 25-30) and late adulthood
(after age 55)."
After my doctor told me I had Hodgkin's disease. and after he explained to me what it was,
I still wasn't sure whether I had heard him correctly. I went on with my-day as usual. When
I came home from school, I thought about what
the doctor had said and then it hit me. I had
cancer. What was I supposed to' do now? I
immediately went on the Internet and printed
out an incredible amount of literature on cancer
and specifically Hodgkin's Disease.
Sometimes called Hodgkin's lymphoma., it is
a cancer that starts in lymphatic.tissue.

Refections on the Ku Klux Klan In
United StatesiHistory ~ Part I
By Lando Greene
Contributing Writer

sun~od7@hotmail:com

On Saturday, October 23, the white supremacist organization known as the Church of the
American Knights of the Ku Klux Klan rallied
in Foley Square, Manhattan. Among the
10,000 (the media.count was· 6,000) anti-klan
protesters present, there. were many youth.
This was a multi-racial representation ofyoung
people gathered that brought mixed messages
of black nationalism, communist revolution,
anti-racism, freeing Mumia, and many other
unidentified political and social positions.

Lymphatic tissue includes the lymph nodes and
related organs that are part of a body's immune
and blood-forming systems.
With that knowledge, I called my parents and
some close friends to let them 'know about the
situation and what actions I was considering.
The next two months involved numerous blood
tests, x-rays, CAT scans and bone marrow samples. Of all the tests I had to take. the bone
marrow sample was the most painful. I am 33
years old and thought I had a high tolerance for
pain. However, nothing could have prepared
me for the pain I felt during the bone marrow
biopsy procedure. The samples were removed
from the bones in my lower back. I was totally awake with only a local anesthetic. The doctors had to get samples from the right side and
the left side. It was a gory and torturous experience. These tests were necessary to make
sure that the cancer had not spread to other
parts of my body and to determine what stage
of cancer I would be categorized under.
There are four stages of Hodgkin's Disease:
Stage I: The disease is found in only one
lymph node area, or extends locally to
involve adjacent tissue.
Stage II: Either; Hodgkin's disease is found
in two or more lymph node areas on the
same side of the
diaphragm (muscle beneath the lungs that
moves up and down to help you breathe).
Hodgkin's disease is seen in one or more
lymph nodes on the same side of the
diaphragm. Local extension from the lymph
node(s) to adjacent tissue may occur.
Stage III: Either of the following means that
the disease is a Stage III:
Hodgkin's disease is found in lymph node
areas on both sides of the diaphragm.
The Hodgkin's disease may also have extended to an area or organ adjacent to the lymph
node and/or to the spleen.
Stage IV: Hodgkin's disease has spread via
the bloodstream to one or more. organs
outside the lymphatic system.
After all my test results had come back from
the lab, I was categorized as having Stage I
Hodgkin's Disease. This was good news, since
the treatment plan that called for chemotherapy
was no longer in affect. The treatment plan
prescribed now was radiation therapy. I had to
receive radiation treatment for 4 weeks, 5 a
days a week. The target area was the middle of
my chest to just below my chin. After comparing the side effects of chemotherapy and radiation therapy, I welcomed the radiation therapy.
My first two weeks of treatment was pleasant. I felt no change in the body and no noticeable side effects. According to the American
Cancer Society, "the main drawback of external beam radiation is that the radiation can
destroy nearby healthy tissue along with the
cancerous cells. Some people experience skin
changes similar to sunburn, but it slowly fades
away.' Other possible temporary side effects
include tiredness, upset stomach, or loose bowels." During my third and fourth weeks of
therapy, the side effects appeared. I had started to feel tired and experienced upset stomach _
in the mornings. I had slowly begun to lose my
hair on the back of my head as well as under
my arms, The more serious side effect for me
was the unbearable sore throat My sore throat
got so bad, I could barely swallow liquids. For
eight to ten days, I was unable to eat solid food,
resulting in a loss of fourteen pounds. This
weight loss was detectable since I have small
frame to begin with. I tried a number of sore
throat remedies and nothing eased the pain I
experienced. I told my doctor that I wanted to
stop the treatments until my pain went away,
but she convinced me that this was not the best
thing to do. So I continued.
The radiation treatment lasted until early
August and slowly the pain went away and I
was able to eat and drink. again. It is amazing
how my appreciation for food and water was
heightened. About a week after my treatment
was completed my skin began to show sunburn-like symptoms. .The skin on my neck and

1HE

--

OX
underarms peeled as though I had very bad
sunburn. Now that this side effect has diminished. the only evidence of having had radiation treatment is the lack of hair and the lower
portion on the back of my head and the lack. of
hair growth under my chin. According to my
doctors, this too will go away eventually.
Today I visit my doctor regularly to make
sure that this cancer does not come back.
According to the American Cancer Society's
Internet site, "treatment for most cases is very
effective, and includes chemotherapy and/or
radiation therapy. The l-year relative survival
rate after treatment is 92%~ the 5-year and 10year rates are 81% and 710/0 respectively. At
15 years, the overall survival rate is 61%.
During the first 15 years after treatment, the
main cause of death in these patients is recurrent Hodgkin's disease. By 15-20 years after
therapy. death due to other causes, such as
developing a second type of cancer. is more
common. The five-year survival rate refers to
the percent of patients who live at least five
years after their cancer is diagnosed."
This was my story. The American Cancer
Society summarizes my experience when they
wrote the following: "When people hear the
words 'You have cancer: they experience a
wide range of feelings: shock, denial, anger,
guilt, shame. anxiety, depression. confusion,
uncertainty, doubt fear. They enter a world of
bewildering choices about treatment. pain
management, health maintenance. financial
burdens, changing personal relationships.
They may even find that cancer is not the most
serious problem they have to face.
Living with cancer is a challenge. No two
cancers are alike, just as no two cancer patients
are alike. Each. circumstance is unique and
comes with its own set of problems to be
solved. Many cancers are curable; many can
be controlled: many new treatments are being
developed.. Cancer is not a death sentence.
But it may be a call to living in ways you may
not have imagined."
For more information on Hodgkin's Disease
and other cancer, visit the American Cancer
Society's web page at www.cancer.org

~

The opinions expressed on the Op-Ed pages are those of the individual writers, and do not necessarily. ~resent the opini~nso~ The 1!cker editorial sta~. ~e Ticker accepts only
typewritten and signed opinion pieces of no more than 750 words from Baruch College students. Publication of Op-Ed articles IS contingent. upon an editorial board vote. Letters
must be no more that 350 words, typewritten and- signed. Unsigned letters will not be published. However, when appropriate, names will be withheld upon request Writers
should provide day and evenjng telephone n~bers. All submissions are subject to editing. for space and clarity. Address alt~~on~eces and letters to the Op-Eds editor.
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SAVE THIS LEITER! IT CONTAINS IMPORTANT INFORMATION!

CAREER DEVELOPMENT CENTER

151 East 25th Street / Suite 820

WHAT SHOULD I DO TO PARTICIPATE IN ON-CAMPUS RECRUITING?

-. 212/802-6710

1. Attend one of the mandatory workshops listed on the other side of this page. At this workshop,
you will receive all the information you need to know about the on-eampus recruiting program.
2. Complete and sign the registration card at the end of the workshop. This is proof that you have
attended the workshop and understand all necessary procedures.
3. Submit your resume in person in the Career Development Center at 151 E. 25th St., Suite 820.
There will be a separate resume collection for each recruiting cycle and you are eligible to submit
resumes through one semester after you graduate.

THESE M4NDATORY WORKSHOPS ARE A PREREQUISITE FOR
PARTICIPATION IN ON-CAMPUS RECRUITING
(ATTEND ONLY ONE)

Specifically, submit resumes on the following dates 'for SPRING 1999 on-campus recruiting cycles:

1...---------------------------------------.....
'
Cycle #
Company List
Resume Collection Dates
Interview Dates
Available
Cycle 4

December 8, 1999

Dec. 14,15 & Jan 5,6

Feb. 7 - 29, 2QQQ

Cycle 5

January 27, 2000

Feb. 3-5

March 1-30

Monday Nov. 29, 1999

12:00 , - 2:00 PM

151 E. 25th St. Room 750 (Conf Ctr.)

Monday Nov. 29,1999

3:00 - 5:00 PM

151 E. 25th St. Room 750 (Conf Ctr.)
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Frequently asked questions about submitting a resume:

Tuesday Nov. 30, 1999

4:00 - 6:00 PM

151 E. 25th St. Room 750 (Conf. Ctr.)

VVednesdayDec. 1,1999

6:00 - 8:00 PM

151 E. 25th St. Room 750 (Conf Ctr.)

Q WHERE and WHEN can I get help with my resume?
A Come into our office and have your resume reviewed (not mandatory but suggested) during our

Monday Dec. 6, 1999

1:00 - 3:00 PM

151 E. 25th St. Room 750 (Coni Ctr.)

drop-in resume review hours (Call for exact times) or attend a Resume Preparation Workshop.

VVednesdayDec. 8,1999

5:00 - 7:00 PM

151 E. 25th St. Room 763 (Conf Ctr.)

Monday Dec. 13, 1999

5:00 - 7:00 PM

151 E. 25th St. Room 750 (Conf. Ctr.)

Q How long should my resume be?
A Your resume should be ONE PAGE.

Q How many resumes do I need?
A Plan to submit one resume for each company in which you are interested
plus two for our office files.

Once you sign up for an interview, you are required to show up or to call at least two days in advance
to cancel or you will be excluded from further participation in On-Campus Recruitment.
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Friday Jan. 28, 1999
2:00 - 4:00 PM
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When You Accept An Offer Of Employment You Are No Longer Eligible For
On-Campus Recruitment. Come To The CDC To Inform The StaffAnd To Have Your Picture Taken For Our
UFocus On Success" Board!
----.-.--
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INTERNSHIP FAIR
Thursday, February 17, 2000
11:00AM - 5:00 PM
Seventh Floor Conference Center
151 East 25th Street

-- -------

-
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SPRING 2000 CAREER DAY
May 11, 2000
10:00 AM - 5:00 PM
Seventh Floor Conference Center
151 East 25th Street
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Attendance At One Of These Workshop Entitles You To Participate In
The On-Campus Reclviting Program!

ALL students welcome to attend these events! OCR workshop NOT REQUIRED.
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Bring Resumes -- Business Attire REQUIRED
*For Men - shirts, Ties, and Jackets or Suits
- *For Women - Skirts, Blouses and Jackets or Business Dresses
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HARMAN
WRITER-IN-RESIDENCE

HELP WANTED .

A READING AND CONVERSATION
Come and be pari of the best Halloween party ever!

Friday Ocl29 @ 5:00 PM
360 Park Avenue SoUlh,.lli th floor

Music by the monster mixer ,DJ Leo

,

with writer

JANE KRAMER
The New Yorker's European correspondent
and the- Fall 1999 Sidney Hannan Writer-in-Residence
at Baruch College

APTS.

PT ACCOUNTING/BKKEEPING ASSISTANT

Flushing
basement-1 BR$350negotiable
male or female
utilities include
phone not included
phone [ock installed

15-25 hrs./week. sunny downtown location
Rexible hrs available tNC sots.
check paymt; invoicing; quicken;
records; administrative.
seek motivated; excel; quicken; msoffice
resume to tactica@aol.com or fax 21 2-964-0084

ku.jenny@homail.com
pager- 917-759-7888

PT...MKTG ANLYSIS/COPYWRIT1NG
15-25 hrs./week. sunny downtown location

ANNOUNCEMENTS
IIFree Cd of cool indie music when you register
at mybytes••com, the ultimate website for your
collegege needs."
,

.Let Helpline lend you a Hand

Rexible hrs available inc Sats.

Music, food, drinks and a good scare
Why be anywhere else?
You nent want to miss it!!!!!
Prizes Will be awarded for the best costumes!!!
{Refreshments will be served}

USG

P.R.I.D.E

'THE POLITICS
OFMEMOR'Y:

copy writing, analysis skills needed.
resume to tactica@aol.com or FAX 212 964 -0084

GERMANY AFTER THE WALL
Thursday, October 28, 1999
5:45 pm
Baruch College
Conference Center, Seventh Floor
151 East 25th Street

Co-sponsored by the Department of English of .
the Mildred and George weissman School of Arts and Sciences,
the Reuters Journalism Lecture series,
and the Center for the Humanities. CUNY Graduate School .
This ewmt is free and open to the public.

Business Lunch
Workshop

Peer Counseling
Housing Information
Referrals to Outside Agencies

consumer/retailing/fashion trds; data base; focus groups;

$25 + Per Hour
Direct Sales reps needed NOWt
Market credit card appl. Person-to-person Commissions avg. $250-500/wk.
1-800-651-2832

Your College Information

Resource
Monday-Friday 9am-6pm
Room 1548'360, PAS
(212) 802-6795

Easy, Fun CA$H~
Be popular, rich, the big man or woman on campus while
getting your new friends into the coolest nightclubs for 1/2
price: To let the good times begin, inquire with Justine at
21 2-591-01 21 about your new career as a nightclub promoter.

Golden Key National Honor Societx

s»

The Baruch College Chapter of the Golden Ke,Y National Honor
Society, a national academic honor society, is currently extending
invitations for membership to those iuniors and seniors that have
earned a cumulotive grade point av~rage of 3.3 or higher and have
completed at least 61 credits with a minimum of 29 credits of course
work taken at Baruch College. Although a direct 'mailing regarding
Golden K-ey'has heen ~ent-to seIed students; it ispossibJe ,that .oth~~ _
may meet the eligibility criteria. Students who feef they m.ay be eliglblefor membership should contad Dr. Ron Aaron, Associote Dean .
of Students, located in Room 1702, 360 PAS. (212)802-6820. The
deadline for membership is November 3, 1999.

Shyness Groups Forming I Shert-Term Focused
Improve conversation skills.
Feel more comfortable in Social Situations,
Public Speaking &Interview Preparation.
Private Coaching also available.
Call: Dr. Diane Britton

212-807-8080
----'-~-------

.BLACK P~OPLE

-

Seniors, build your confidence and
avoid embarrassment!
For $5.00 you can have lunch at a fine
. - --restaurant-andiearn-hgw t&; ----"Use silverware properly
·Ckderfoodcorrectly
Choose one session: 12:30-2:30 p.m.

ol1Bll..
. . . .~_'=
~~'~~~~£~~,

EARN UP TO $1000
. ·This Semester"
By Posting Your
-L-ectu-re-Notes -Online

::i¥t.

-»;:.

--

Register on-JiBe DOW:
@ www.~Study24-7.com
(888) 728-7247

BLACKS

FREE CLASS NOTES!

STUDY24-7.com
Wednesday, October 27
Tuesday, November 9
Thursday, November 18

..
This ~e brought to you by ,

B.L.A.C.K.

Register in Room 1745, 360 PAS
Five dollar non-refundable registration fee

IIack

For information, contact Violet Seung, at 802~7
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Sponsored by the Vice President of Student Development
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October 27, 1999

MINNERS' COMMENTARY
By John Minners

"I was turning to go back to my comer, when
he hit me in the jaw,.. he whined, but he wasn't
turning anywhere, so that makes him a lying
I'm in a pissed off mood, so let's just get this
over this.
sack of sh*t. His knee was fine when he was
going to his comer, and all of a sudden, he
I received some e-rnails the other day, asking
. needs life support for the trip back.: Loser.
why don't I write about college sports.. specifiIf Mike Tyson gets screwed on this fight, I
cally. Baruch College. Oh yeah, my name is
will never watch a boxing match again.
Jon Minners, not Joe Minner. How do you get
Let's look at other college teams. The guys
that wrong? It clearly says it in the by line, and
that· have graduated from various colleges to
OUf computers don't have bad penmanship, so
make up the New York Giants seem to be makit's not like you couldn't see it very well.
ing a run at the playoffs that at the beginning of
Anyway. I don't write about Baruch sports
the season, seemed out of reach. Turns out, the
because 1 don't get to see any Baruch sports.
Giants don't suck after alL
My schedule is too tight and it's not like I see
Now to the world of amateur wrestling.
any team schedules posted allover the place
World Championship Wrestling has two of the
for me to be informed as to when the next
game will be played. Maybe the schedules are
World Wrestling Federation's former writers"
and all of a sudden; I am seeing girls in scantiannounced over Baruch Radio, but where the
ly dressed clothing, men clobbering women
hell can you get Baruch radio. Their signal has
I ike no power whatsoever. People standing
with guitars, Jeff Jarret grabbing his crotch and
right outside the station can't pick it up, unless
saying the word, "bitch:' Wow. It's good to
Mike Tyson looks on after bitting Norris after the bell sounded. Norris would Dot be able to
they raise one foot in the air, hold a roll of alusee WCW copying WWF and making a better
continue
the
faght. (AP PbotolMicbael Caulf'teld)
product For now, we will call their' program,
minum foil at a 90 degree angle, click one heel
ter
one.
fight
between
Mike
"I
don't
know
about
WWF Raw-Lite.
against the wall, and say, "There's no place like
Speaking about Baruch sports., I can't wait to
Baruch. Hell, I've never stepped foot in a colBaruch radio..."
A Baruch sports team played a game somesee the Yankees win it alh: The Braves were
lege" Tyson and that other guy.
where someday that passed awhile back, They
There 1 go, off on a tangent Just this once, I
lucky to get past the Mets and now have a bigTyson got a bad rap on this one. Plenty of
may have won and they may have lost. Who
will write about Baruch College sports. This
ger threat on their hands. John Rocker is a big
people throw punches after the bell., so he's not
knows? Maybe I should actually see a game.
whole column will be about Baruch College
that's
why
he
acts
the
way
he
at
fault
for
this.
Other
Guy
(That's
his
name,
.
wrestling
fan
and
Maybe I shouldn't. Ifyou really care about the
sports. Hope that satisfies you.
acts.
Wel~
consider
this
a
big
wrestling
match.
right?)
got
up,
walked,
skipped
and
did
a
little
Baruch
sports teams, go see a game and write
Thank god Kenny Rogers isn't on the Baruch
Your team beat the Mets, but now their bigger,
jig, before going to his comer. All of a sudden,
for Ticker Sports. Show me what I am doing
baseball team. Boy did he sc~ew up my bold
he couJdn~t move his !eganymore. He. twisted
prediction last week. I was crying before he' . badder tag-team partner" bas .cometo band you
wrong. I promise not to get bitteraboutit... for, '
your
ass.
Yanks
in
five.
his
knee
and
couldn't
continue.
Other
Guy
and
awhile.
threw his first pitch. 1 am so upset about the
Hey, Baruch sports isn't so bad. I saw the
his camp thought for sure Tyson would be disWell., 1 got to be going now. I am in training
Mets and can only hope next year will be a betqualified for his actions, and a rematch would
for the big Baruch Philosophy mid-term I must
be set up. Other Guy would get another
take. Go Baruch!! Later...
S800,OOO for the fight and be even richer.
Asylum Arts Editor
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On Any Given Sunday. • •
By SbaD-58n Wu
News Editor

Last Week's record vs, spread: 6-7
Overall record vs. spread: 33-32
Giants (-2 112) at Eagles
Giant D has carried them this far. Eagles

ensure this trend continues. Giants.
Panthers (+2 112) at Falcons
Beuerlein and Biakabutuka have not let me
down yet, Seifert outcoaches Reeves, visitors
take it Carolina
Bills (-3) at Ravens
"Prototype" QB Flutie snuffed hard last week.
o.
evermore.
Cowboys (+3) at Colts
Cowboys' season saved by Prime Time explosion. Does Manning know better that to test
Deion this week? Dallas.
Jagum-s (-12) at Bengals
BengaIs just a speed bump for playoff-bound
Jags. Beagals may not win again all year.
Jacksonville.
Chorgers (+5 112) at Chiefs
Too many points to give up to Junior's D. San
Diego.
Bears (+8 112) at Redslcins
. Redskins can beat anyone except Dallas. Enis

,

_._---

----~--_.-

looks like he's hit the wall. Washington.
Browns (+ 10) at Saints
Ditka puts jobs on the line after serious crushing by Giants. Browns happy just to be in the
NFb. Welcome·to the National Football
League. Again. New Orleans.
Patriots (-3) at Cardinals
Pete Carroll is one of the the nice guys of the
NFL. 00 nice guys finish last? New England.
Dolphins (+3) at Raiders
News to Dan Reeves/Jim Fassell: Tyrone
Wheatley can play. Raiders.
Vikings (-2 112) at Broncos
Jeff George at the helm of the most explosve
for Denver. Minnesota.
Buccaneers (-2 1/2) at Lions
Oilfer favored over Batch? Detroit.
Seahawks (+5 112) at Packers
Packers proved me wrong last week. Lesson
learned. Packers.
Pick of the Week:
Last week's record: 1-1 Overall record 2-2
Rams (-3) at Titans
Rams are"iu nStoppable. Eddie George won't
run enough to keep Warner from going ballis-

tic. St. Louis.

